
DaaS Credit Application: 
End User pre-approval

Completed Credit Applications should be returned via Fax (717-674-6125) or Email (Credit@DaasHelp.com)

Submit completed credit applications via fax or email:

 Fax (717-674-6125)

 Email (Credit@DaaSHelp.com) 

Please CC’ DaaS@DandH.com on email submissions and the DaaS 

Team will work with the Finance company to confirm receipt.

Customer interested in the DaaS program should

complete a credit application for pre-approval.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For your customers: For D&H : continues the tradition of helping the small reseller growth their businessFor you : Protect your customers and increased revenue per sale. 90% of PCs put office on them. Why not get that revenue for you. We will show you a little later the impact to your sale of adding this annuity stream. It is significant. Plus, cloud services are sticky. If the cloud services are purchase else where, they could drag the hardware and other solutions that D&H sells todayConnected selling starts with device plus cloud software but is really much bigger. It is about starting to look at how D&H sells across all solutionsIt is about extending the sales opportunity for your customers with the cloud so that they can extend their footprint and traction with all of their customersIt is about easy entry into the digital economy with the full support of D&HIt is about helping your customers by more of everything from you instead of someone else
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DaaS Solution      
Total Cost Financed

DaaS Term           
Monthly Installments

End 
User

Paid in Full 
Upfront

Reseller Finance 
Company

Reseller receives margin upfront and paid in full by Finance company
Finance company assumes ownership of assets and End User billing

DaaS Solution Cash Flow



Reseller

Devices
D&H Distributing

Services
ServAgg

Finance
Summit Financial 

Group (SFG)

DaaS

A local, channel based 

partnership to deliver 

this vendor agnostic, 

holistic product and 

end-to-end device 

lifecycle program.

Program Partnership Overview
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